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Department of Architecture and 3D Design, School of Arts and Humanities, The
University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, United Kingdom

Relationships between religious narratives and
spaces in Dali on the Southern Silk Road, China:
Case study of Shaxi
Introduction
This paper selects a typical village in the Dali area (Yunnan, China), and
investigates how the coexistence of a local religion and imported beliefs have
influenced the built environment and its uses, especially its spaces and specific
buildings. The flourishing exchange rooted in the Southern Silk Road since
ancient times has been continued in the ‘New Silk Road’ (the Belt-Road initiative)
of contemporary governmental planning.
The study focuses on religious beliefs and related rituals, brought by
commercial and cultural exchanges along the route, which have influenced the
physical spatial arrangement such as location selection and the spatial structure
of the village. The town in the case study, Shaxi, mainly involves one local belief,
Benzhu worship, and two external religions, Buddhism1 and Taoism. The different
religious characteristics and elements represented and embedded in the village
are crucial narrative elements through which to interpret the thriving cultural and
commercial exchanges along the ancient trade route. The case study focuses on
Shaxi because it is not only a typical village on the Southern Silk Road, but also
a village that has been affected by the local policies of the current One Belt and
One Road initiative.
Research methods
The methodology of this research is a literature review and field study. The
field study was carried out by the first author in 2018 and 2021. The survey work,
which included drawings, photographs and interviews, took about two weeks. The
author also participated in and documented one of the important local religious
festivals, and recorded the route and rituals of the procession during the festival.
These data form important evidence for the arguments put forward in this paper.

There are three branches of Buddhism which influence religious beliefs in the case study (Shaxi
town): Mahayana Buddhism from the Chinese Midland, Tibetan Buddhism and Acarya from
Tibet.
1
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Background: the Silk Road and the spread of religion with trade
In China, both the Ancient Silk Road and the ‘New Silk Road’ are crucial trade
networks connecting China with neighbouring countries. With the formation of
this network-based multinational trade system, the mercantile exchange brought
not only goods and wealth, but also mutual cultural exchanges and the infiltration
and integration of other aspects, such as religious beliefs and customs.
The old and new Silk Roads

Fig. 01. The three Ancient Silk Road routes.

Fig. 02. The Belt-Road Economic Corridor

Source: drawing by the author

Source: drawing by the author

The old Silk Road, also named the Ancient Silk Road, includes three trade
routes (Fig. 01). Among them, the case study, Shaxi, is an essential hub along the
Southern Silk Road, though it remains relatively little known among studies of
the area. According to related research, the Southern Silk Road emerged in the
Qin Dynasty (221 BC–207 BC) to transport silk, tea, spices and other trade goods.
The horse path was still used in the Qing Dynasty (1636-1912), and the exact
route changed slightly at different times. Part of the ancient route also continued
to be used until the end of WWII. A number of archaeological discoveries have
confirmed that cultural exchange was carried out between adjacent areas and the
areas where goods had originated, mainly between China and neighbouring states
such as India, Myanmar and Vietnam.2
The ‘New Silk Road’3 refers to a new international, business-led cooperation
proposed by China in 2013, the Belt-Road initiative.4 The goal of this initiative
was to build a multilateral economic corridor which would promote future shared
interests and responsibilities among the participating communities, thus fostering
It was not until the 1980s that scholars proposed that the Southern Silk Road started from
Chengdu in Sichuan province, and that the core area connecting Myanmar, India, Central Asia
and West Asia was in Yunnan.
2

Before the start of World War I, the routes were purely used for international trade, such as the
Tea-Horse Road. During World War I, the Yunnan-Haiphong Railway was built for the transport
of goods and colonisation by the French, while the Kunming-Burma Road was built during
World War II to transport strategic materials. The main goods for transportation had changed
from commercial to military at this period.
3

The Belt-Road initiative is also named the ‘One Belt One Road’ initiative. It includes two
associated cooperation initiatives: ‘the Silk Road Economic Belt’ and ‘the 21st-century Maritime
Silk Road’ proposed by China in 2013.
4
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mutual political trust, economic integration and cultural inclusiveness.5 At the
same time, the initiative would take the Ancient Silk Road as its historical source,
and establish a territory-wide network based on four routes (Fig. 02).
As a result of this continuous trade, many external cultural elements were
received and absorbed by the local communities, and buildings and spaces were
reinterpreted with new meanings along both Silk Roads.
Dali as a crucial hub in both trade routes
Dali is located in the western part of Yunnan Province, a prefecture-level city
and the historical capital of Nanzhao (738 AD–902 AD). Dali was a crucial station
on the Southern Silk Road (Fig. 03), and continues to be a hub connecting South
China with South and Southeast Asian countries in the Belt-Road initiative. From
the Qin dynasty (221 AD–207 AD), Dali was the largest transit point along the
two main routes, Lingguan Road and Yongchang Road, before commercial goods
were transported to today’s Southeast Asian countries. In the Han dynasty, Dali
was an important gateway from Yunnan to Tibet on the ancient Tea-Horse Road,
and even during WWII, it still acted as a large station on the Kunming-Burma
Road, used for both transportation and military movement.

Fig. 03. The routes in different periods and the location of Dali.
Source: drawing by the author

The spread of religions with trade
The establishment of the Southern Silk Road began with the exchange of
goods in different countries along the route, including daily necessities such as
rice, salt and cloth, as well as some special commodities such as Chinese silk and
black tea, and spices from India. At the same time, along with the exchange of
international commerce and trade, many intangible ‘goods’ were transported to
different places by horse-caravans, among which the spread of religion was the
most extensive.

5

https://baike.baidu.com/item/一带一路/13132427 (accessed 13.03.2021)

6

For contents of the initiative, refer to website: https://baike.baidu.com/item/一带一路/13132427
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An obvious example is that Tibetan Buddhism7 was imported into some towns
and villages in Sichuan and Yunnan through the ancient Tea-Horse Road by
travelling Tibetan monks.8 The influence of Buddhism on the Dali region through
the Silk Road can also be traced and confirmed by evidence, as detailed in the
following section.

Research of religious and indigenous beliefs in Dali area
Religion and belief are important narrative symbols that represent local
culture, and they constitute a relevant component of a group’s identity. They rely
on oral and written methods for inheritance, so can be easily spread to other
places. Dali has been a crucial hub on the international trade route for more than
2000 years and religious elements have been ‘exchanged’ all the time, such as
those from Benzhu, Buddhism and Taoism.
Benzhu is considered to be the original indigenous faith of the Bai ethnic
groups.9 This is a primitive belief, and the content and representational marks of
the belief were not limited to ancestors who had made remarkable contributions;
the symbols could also be applied to a stone, a tree or a pictorial drawing.
Whatever form the symbol might take, physical statues with symbols were
regarded as supernatural beings which could bring luck and blessing to the whole
clan.10 As a primitive religion, this belief had its own unique religious festival
customs and was deeply connected with the Bai people’s daily life, culture and
group identity.11 Subsequently, in the long course of trade in the Dali area, the
Benzhu belief has also been influenced by other external religions.12
Many scholars have carried out research and obtained abundant information
about local religious beliefs in the Dali area, suggesting that these beliefs

7

Tibetan Buddhism is a branch of Buddhism.

Leng Ting, 滇藏茶马古道与多民族文化交流的空间演化研究 [Study on the Spatial
Evolution of the Ancient Tea Horse Road and Multi-ethnic Cultural Exchange in Yunnan]
(Master’s dissertation, Yunnan: Yunnan Normal University, 2019).
8

Yang Xiaowei, 白族本主崇拜: 儒释道融合的民间典型 [The worship of Benzhu of the
Bai people: a typical folk model of the integration of Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism],
Guizhou Ethnic Studies 12 (2018): 170-174.
9

Yang Zhiming, A Preliminary Study of the Functions of Benzhu Worship of the Bai
Nationality, Journal of Yunnan University of the Nationalities 5 (2000): 35-38.
10

Ma Tengyue, Objects, Religious Ceremonies and Collective Memories: On Pilgrimage and
Identities of Religious Sphere among Bai People in Heqing, Dali, N. W. Journal of Ethnology
2 (2016): 161-171.
11

Li Donghong, 阿吒力教派与白族本主崇拜 [Acarya and Benzhu worship of Bai
nationality], The Ideological Front 4 (1999): 45-51.
12
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transformed into their current state after experiencing both conflict and integration
with external religions, especially with Buddhism.8,9,11,12,13
Historically, Buddhism was the external religion which was introduced
earliest and had the deepest influence on the Dali area. A large number of articles
and books discussing the development of Buddhism in Yunnan mention the Dali
area. In the book 明季滇黔佛教考,14 the author points out that Buddhism in Dali
was not only derived from India, but was also influenced by the Chinese Central
regions, especially during the Tang dynasty (618–907). One branch of Buddhism,
Acarya, combined with the local beliefs and is now widely practiced by the Bai
people.11 Many instances of existing cultural heritage also provide evidence
of Buddhism flourishing in the Dali area, such as the Three Pagodas of Chong
Sheng Temple,15 the Shizhongshan Grottos16 and the painting Portrait of Brahmin
of Dali kingdom.17 Most of these were created in the periods of the Nanzhao
(738–902) and Dali (937–1094 and 1096–1253) kingdoms, a crucial period when
external religions were imported into the Dali area.18
A further religious influence besides Buddhism in the Dali area is Taoism.
Geographically, Yunnan is situated next to the original centre of Taoism in the
southwest area, Sichuan.19 Some scholars believe that as early as the late Eastern
Han Dynasty (184–220), Taoism was introduced into Yunnan and Dali20 when
it was founded and has been influencing the local communities until now. The
possible means of Taoism’s introduction into the Dali area are discussed in a
PhD dissertation entitled Taoism and Yunnan culture: the spread, evolution and
influence of Taoism in Yunnan.19 The author points out that commercial exchange
along the Southern Silk Road was an important way of spreading Taoism.19,20

Most Buddhist traditions emphasise transcending the individual self through the attainment of
Nirvana or by following the path of Buddhahood, ending the cycle of death and rebirth (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism).
13

Chen Yuan, 明季滇黔佛教考 [Buddhism in Yunnan and Guizhou in the Ming Dynasty]
(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 1962).
14

15

These were built in the reign of Taihe during the Tang Dynasty (around 820–840).

The grottoes were carved in 738–1253, and most of the caverns belonged to the royal family at
that time.
16

The painting was drawn by the court painter Shengwen Zhang in around 1180. It is the oldest
painting of the Dali Kingdom. The image can found by following this link https://theme.npm.edu.
tw/selection/Article.aspx?sNo=04009134
17

Li Donghong, 南诏大理国佛教文化研究 [The study of Buddism of Nanzhao Dali Kingdom]
(Doctoral dissertation, Yunnan: Yunnan University, 2015).
18

Li Donghong, 南诏、大理国道教研究 [The study of Taoism of Nanzhao Dali Kingdom]
(Master’s dissertation, Yunnan: Yunnan University, 2014).
19

Guo Wu, 道教与云南文化: 道教在云南的传播, 演变及影响 [Taoism and Yunnan culture: the
spread, evolution and influence of Taoism in Yunnan] (Yunnan: Yunnan University Press, 2000).
20
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Ancient official documents, travel notes and other records, such as the Recording
of the Worship of Supernatural Being of Taoism in 云南志略,21 also illustrate the
profound influence of Taoism on Dali.
Currently, not only Buddhism and Taoism, but also Mohammedanism and
Christianity coexist with the indigenous beliefs of the region. However, existing
research contributes primarily to the abstract fields of religion and anthropology,
ignoring the physical influences of religion.

Religious beliefs represented in spatial arrangements in Shaxi
Shaxi is located to the northwest of Dali (Fig. 04). It has a residential population
of about 24,000 as of 2017, and its land area is 287 square kilometres, including
14 villages. This ancient town is also situated at the junction of three major tourist
areas, namely, the Dali, Lijiang and Shangri-La prefectures in the territory of
Jianchuan county. It is a multi-ethnic area, but has been dominated by the Bai
ethnic group for generations.
From the early Tang dynasty (618–907), Shaxi
was an important commercial station, having
thrived and become famous through the frequent
trade of the Southern Silk Road. As in most towns
along the trade route, commercial exchanges
promoted the religious narrative elements imported
into Shaxi by caravans.
However, after the traditional form of
transportation was replaced by more efficient means
of transport, the town gradually declined. Then, in
2006, this small village was recognised as having
the only surviving ancient plaza of the Ancient
Tea-Horse Road. This recognition was due to a traditional village rehabilitation
project led by Huang Yinwu, who claimed that the unique horse-trade-gang
culture and rich religious culture made the place one of the most influential areas
in the policies of the Belt-Road initiative.23

21

Li Jing, about Yuan dynasty, 云南志略 [Yunnan History].

When the traditional form of transportation (horse and manpower) was replaced by cars and
trains, the transportation of goods no longer needed to pass through these road-inaccessible
villages.
22

Huang Yiwu, 文化遗产保护的形与神—从沙溪复兴工程实践反思保护与发展的关系
[The Shape and Spirit of Cultural Heritage Protection - Reflection on the Relationship between
Protection and Development from the Practice of Shaxi Renaissance Project], Journal of
architecture 000, no. 006, 2016: 50-57.
23
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Religious beliefs represented in the site selection of villages
There are two religious narrative elements involved in the village’s site
selection: Taoism and Benzhu. The first is the traditional concept of Taoism 紫气
东来, which means ‘the east symbolizes auspiciousness’. The second and crucial
narrative element is the Benzhu belief. Bai people revere nature, especially the
ecological environment in which they live. This can be seen from the gods that
the Benzhu worshipped, which included many natural objects.24
The selection of village sites based on the worship of the Benzhu religion
is particularly prominent in Shaxi. The town governs 14 villages which are
surrounded by mountains, and only one main road supports transportation for the
whole basin. The natural object worship of Benzhu in the Shaxi area is related to
two main elements: mountain (together with stone, tree and wind) and river. In
the context of the natural environment, mountains protect the ancestors of these
villages from natural disasters, while the Heihui river, running across the basin,
provides a steady stream of water for people to live on (Fig. 05). In an age devoid
of science, the factor that shaped human survival was believed to be protection
by ancestors. From the perspective of village development in the Shaxi area at
different time periods, the core of the development has always been the main
town of Shaxi, which is close to the Heihui River (Fig. 05).

Fig. 05. The structure of environment and
relationship with main Shaxi town area.

Fig. 06. The building functions around the
square of Shaxi.

Source: drawing by the author

Source: drawing by the author

Religious beliefs represented in public space
The beliefs that are represented in public space rely on two important spatial
elements: a central square and streets. The central square, also called Sifang Street,
is an important public space in a Bai village. It is usually located in the centre of
the village and connects to every part of the village. Its formation originated from

between Protection and Development from the Practice of Shaxi Renaissance Project], Journal of
architecture 000, no. 006, 2016: 50-57.
The gods worshipped in the Benzhu belief include five types: firstly, the gods of other religions;
secondly, a king or famous ancestor of the Bai ethnic group; thirdly, a king or hero in history;
fourthly, a hero or animal in legend; and finally, an object in nature.
24
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the market, to provide a location for the exchange of goods at a specific time and
place. In Shaxi, this core public space is now a rough square about 30 metres
wide and 25 metres long. A Buddhist temple stands face to face with the ancient
theatre, and two ancient trees are planted symmetrically in the square, surrounded
by various small restaurants, taverns and stores (Fig. 06).
In the past, the town depended on its ancient horse-caravan industry for its
long-term survival. Caravans needed enough space to park, as well as to load
and unload goods and to make small-sum transactions (Fig. 07). These needs
were reflected in the markets’ spatial arrangements. The small transaction spaces
scattered in various parts of the town gradually developed and started to coalesce
around the market in the centre, finally forming the present central square.

Fig.07. The square paved with stone and two important public buildings on the square.
Source: drawing by the author

This square became the core space of the village and a large number of
auxiliary functions related to the transportation industry were developed around
it, as well as entertainment and religious buildings (Fig. 07).
Along with the travel of the trade caravans, several external religions came
into the town and affected religious representation in public spaces. With regard
to Tibetan Buddhism, for example, research into the settings of Tibetan villages
demonstrates that the distribution of space serving religious beliefs looks like a
multi-point model. This means that there may be multiple religious buildings in
a village, serving different faith groups, but one of them would always be the
religious centre of the village (the belief shared by the majority of its inhabitants).
At the same time, it would also be the most important public space in the village
for celebrations, weekend markets, public events and daily communication.
In contrast to the Buddhist temple, the temples of Benzhu, the local religion,
were more confined within the secondary streets’ spaces. They were usually located
within the confines of small settlements of clan residences. The characteristics of
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site selection are derived from the fact that Benzhu is a clan belief, so the times of
activities for different clans are different and all the activities are limited within
families. There are few gathering activities for the Benzhu belief, and most of
them take the form of showing homage to a worshiped deity. Therefore, the linear
activity of a street space is more conducive to connecting small families.
Thus, when an external religious building is built in the central public space of
a village, it represents the fact that the belief was shared by the entire community,
rather than by a single family. This is a signal that the religion has been accepted
by the majority of residents in the village. Such a development is especially
evident in a settlement like Shaxi, a town that took the central square as the
centre of public activities, commerce and information exchange. The Buddhist
temple, Xingjiao Temple, was built in the central square, which made the religion
accessible to more people.
Religious beliefs represented in space usage of public activity
Due to the introduction of external beliefs, there are also mixed religious rituals
in some villages, and their spatial characteristics also combine the different space
usage characteristics of the two religions. In the case study, there are two main
public buildings that were built opposite each other in Shaxi’s core public space,
Sifang square: the Xingjiao Temple and an ancient theatre (Fig. 07). These two
buildings clearly represent two main themes and functions of the central square
space in addition to the market, namely, religion and entertainment.
The temple was built in 1415 during the Ming dynasty. After about 600 years,
it still keeps the original form and is the only Acarya25 temple in the Dali area.
Even though there are about a dozen other religious buildings in the town, the
Xingjiao Temple still enjoys an unshakable position as the core religious building.
Whenever important religious festivals are held in squares and temples, they are
historical landmarks that are protected and regarded as important features of
historical heritage in a town.
Xingjiao Temple is an important place to perform activities whenever grand
religious celebrations are held. For example, Tai Zi Hui (the Prince's festival)
in Shaxi is held on the 8th February each year. This festival originated from the
Buddhist legend of Prince Sakyamuni. In the traditional story, the prince went
on an excursion out of the city and saw people struggling to survive. Unable to
bear the suffering of the people, he decided to abdicate his throne and practise
Buddhism to liberate all living beings. The celebration is to commemorate the
prince’s decision.

Acarya is one branch of Buddhism; this, combined with the local belief, is now a widely
accepted faith for the Bai people in Shaxi.
25
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Fig.08. The parade route, the Benzhu temple and four gates.
Source: drawing by the author

During the ceremony, processions carry the statue of the crown prince
following a fixed route through the streets and the four ancient city gates before
gathering at Sifang Square for the final celebration (Fig. 08). The procession of
the celebration ends at the temple. Dragon and lion dances are performed in the
square in front of the temple and after the celebration, a child dressed as the prince
(Sakyamuni) leads the way into the temple for the next round of celebration. The
ceremony represents a process that not only makes use of individual street spaces
belonging to individual clans, but also occupies the public gathering space in
the central square. In this way, the festival process has united the streets that
belonged to the clans with the public space belonging to the whole community.

Conclusion
This study has explored how different religious activities make use of the
public space in a village situated along the Southern Silk Road, where commercial,
cultural and religious exchanges have shaped the built environment. These
connections can be demonstrated from two following perspectives.
First, the local religion, Benzhu, had a significant influence on place making in
Dali. The site selection of the town was influenced by people’s fears and worship
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of nature. In addition, the Benzhu temples were usually located within areas of
small clan communities and integrated with the streets, because the beliefs were
shared by families belonging to the clan. At the same time, temples of imported
religions, such as Buddhism, always located themselves next to a central public
space because they were worshipped by the whole community.
Secondly, the activities of religions or beliefs can serve as references to
understand how different communities or clans use the public space. Most of
the religious festivals in Shaxi town have been a mixture of various beliefs.
For example, the celebration of Tai Zi Hui and its festival have contributed to
Buddhism, uniting the public space that belonged to individual clans and the
central square that belonged to the whole community.
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